Nambé + Society Awards to be The World's First Collection
of Designer Awards for the Retail Market
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NEW YORK, Nov. 1, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Award-winning tabletop and home decor brand, Nambé, and makers of
world's most famous trophies, Society Awards, have partnered to launch the first ever collection of retail designer
trophies. The design-driven, limited edition collection – inspired by classic Nambé forms and crafted to museum
quality – will be available through the Society Awards e-commerce site, as well as through Nambé's corporate sales
division, starting fall 2017.

The initial collection launches with four products – Angel, Lark, Tempo and Tempo Limited. Prices start at $175 for
the 12" Angel – Nambé's interpretation of a classic trophy form with the brand's signature modern, elegant design
perspective. At the high end of the collection is the incredible flagship product, Tempo Limited, which is the most
expensive and extravagant trophy available on the retail awards market today. It will retail for $10,000 – a figure that
is best understood by viewing the piece in-person. Tempo Limited is machined from a massive, solid block of
aeronautical-grade aluminum and hand polished to an incredible gleaming silver. The finished form measures
sixteen inches tall and weighs twenty-five pounds.
Of the collaboration, Society Awards CEO, David Moritz says, "I've been following Nambé for a long time – it's a
brand that's really focused on great design and on making design functional and accessible. That's admirable. And
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they don't shy away from sourcing new perspectives through collaborations – which is why they end up winning so
many awards and so many fans. I knew that a chance to work together was a chance to bring something really
special to market."
Nambé is no stranger to collaboration – the brand regularly works with top-tier designers to create new products.
Although Society Awards has collaborated with famous designers to create dozens of famous trophies, there has
never been such an award available on the retail market. This collection represents a departure from that norm
within the awards industry.
Each limited edition Nambé + Society Awards trophy is individually numbered and presented in a custom
presentation box.
To purchase, visit www.societyawards.com or contact Nambé Corporate Sales Manager, Rachael Trudeau, at
rel="nofollow">rachael@nambe.com or 505-955-6403.
About Nambé
Recognized as a global leader in design for more than 65 years, Nambé develops products that bring function and
style into the home. With pieces exhibited in renowned galleries around the world, like The British Museum in
London and the Museum of Modern Art in New York.
About Society Awards
Society Awards is the premier designer and manufacturer of luxury, custom and limited edition awards. We make
more famous, prestigious and televised awards than any brand in history. Our awards and gifts are individually
crafted with an artistry, mastery and attention to detail that has propelled us to become the industry leader.
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